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Humans are adaptable but, COVID-19 has put that adaptability to the test. We've had to change the way we visit 
our family and friends, how we shop and how we work. With all this change, we've reestablished our priorities.

The way we work has changed drastically. Many workplaces have transitioned to working from home, some 
even making this change permanent. While other offices attempt to create safer work spaces by turning away 
from collaborative and hoteling workspace and instead picking private individual stations.

This document provides Swiftspace solutions for Healthcare, Offices, Schools & Libraries and Hotels. Whether 
buying new or retrofitting an existing space, Swiftspace has solutions to provide protection and safety for any 
space

What sets us apart?
Intelligent business decisions are not based on a quick glance, so one is encouraged to compare Swiftspace lines to competing 
desking and benching systems. The differences are astounding and speak in favour of these Swiftspace solutions:

• Swiftspace Stations are engineered to be set-up and taken down hundreds of times, without the loss of 
functionality. This process can be completed by anyone without tools, eliminating the need for a professional 
installer.

• Swiftspace Stations are on castors making them mobile. In other words a complete office layout can be 
achieved in minutes. Build it, move it, take it down or put it away with minimal fuss. If desired castor covers 
are available to hide castors.

• Swiftspace Stations come completely assembled with all of the necessary parts already attached to the 
workstation.

• Swiftspace Stations fold up in seconds. With this process complete, many Swiftspace Stations can be 
folded to save 75-85% of their previous cubic size, which means storage is a breeze.

• Swiftspace Stations are made to be both functional and cost effective. Comparably priced to other desking 
and benching systems, they require no additional set-up configuring expense.

How are we the same?
While the differences seen in Swiftspace systems are what makes them a better fit for modern office spaces, their look, feel and 
statement of line make them comparable to other systems. It's permanent furniture with the ability to change - not in 5 hours but, in 
5 minutes. These features include: 

• Different lengths and widths of worksurfaces
• Different wall heights and lengths
• Minimalistic support structure
• Centre and side storage components
• Multiple privacy solutions

• Mobile storage solutions
• Power/data solutions
• Lighting solutions
• Adjustable height solutions



Healthcare
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Swiftspace has solutions for triage, waiting rooms, 
temporary treatment space, nurse stations and more. 
One of the most important aspects in healthcare is 
cleaning, which has become even more strict. All of our 
solutions can be cleaned multiple times a day without 
degradation to the finish. There is also the option for 
anti-microbial spray. 

All of our stations are mobile, which means not only 
can stations be pulled away from walls to clean, they 
can also be reconfigured quickly.



Education 
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Classrooms and libraries benefit from out mobility when 
it comes to recongifuring spaces for social distancing 
regulations, classroom sizes, or presentations/events. 
Our privacy solutions are another option to retrofit a 
space instead of buying new. Our Mobile Walls and 
Privacy Panels are a great way to create separation and 
safety quickly. 

Of course, all our solutions can be wiped clean and have 
the option for anit-microbial coating. 



Offices
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Office spaces have had to transition away from 
collaborative and touchdown space and move 
towards private, individual workstations. 

Swiftspace is the only manufacturer who has many 
different versions and heights of privacy options that 
are fully integrated into their DNA.

Mobile Walls, Privacy Panels, Panel Extenders and 
stations with built in walls, there are plenty of options 
to create a safe and private workspace that can be 
reconfigured in minutes! 

Home Office solutions also available, click here

https://www.swiftspaceinc.com/swivel-the-home-office-collection/


Hotels 
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Hotels have seen the biggest change as travel has been 
restricted and vacations and events cancelled. However, 
people working from home are looking for a change of 
scenery and booking long term stays. For a few weeks 
or even month, they'll rent a room to work/live.
Hotels could also transform guest suites into rentable 
office/film space. 

With Swiftspace, hotels can transform a room in minutes 
with our mobile and flexible solutions. If a room needs 
to be turned back into a guest suite, our stations fold to 
15% of their size and can be rolled into storage. 
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